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our theoretical and clinical implications are that providing gp-ho physicians with comprehensive training on
adds, and, even more, identifying, following and supporting the homeopathic patients with adds, could

improve the satisfaction of both the patients and the doctors, allowing a better management of the disease
and a reduction in its related health, social and family costs. this study examined 875 psychiatric outpatients
with a personal history of mental illness. all of them received weekly individualized homeopathy for 2 years,

without an additional group session. homeopathy was designed to improve self-efficacy, efficacy of
medication, self-control and tolerance to side effects, all of which should be improved for homeopathy to be

effective. evidence from other studies supports this hypothesis. first, the homeopathic drugs were individually
selected according to the symptoms of each patient. about two-thirds of our patients had subclinical or minor

adds, defined as those patients whose data were collected in the baseline year. in a previous study by our
group, only a third of these patients were found to be homoeopathic by gp. however, two-thirds of those who

were identified as homeopathic were highly satisfied with the treatment, but none of the others who had
chosen to receive only conventional care were satisfied with it. hence, the difference between patients

choosing homeopathy and those with routine care was not only the association with conventional medicine
and drug therapy. at the end of the 2-year follow-up, 55.3% of patients who had been treated with

conventional medicine had relapsed or had not showed improvements in the first year after discharge. by
contrast, only 34.3% of patients who had chosen homeopathy had relapsed or had not shown improvements

in the first year after discharge (p
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homeopathy is a holistic system of medicine, meaning it relies on a patient's whole person to understand and
treat a problem. this can be as simple as watching for signs of an acute infection (e.g., aches and pains) or as

observant of a person's physical or mental state (e., watching the emotional or physical signs). while the
minimum dose of allopathic medicine that can achieve the same effect is significant, unfortunately, there is
no evidence for the minimum dose of homeopathic medicines. homeopathic practice includes a combination

of pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy. the higher initial efficacy of homeopathic drugs may be due to better
drug compliance as well as better absorption and application to the body. the lower initial efficacy may be

due to a better response to placebo effect in homeopathic therapy because many of the homeopathic
mechanisms have not been fully elucidated. for example, if there is a hyper-sensitivity to the need for sleep,

just like when there is an allergy to an allergen, homeopathic therapy can help the body to adapt more easily,
thus facilitating normal sleep. the activation of the neurotransmitters dopaminergic and serotonergic systems

has been postulated as a main mechanism of homeopathy [ 29 ]. in this way, homeopathic medicine could
minimize the deleterious effects of the side effects of allopathic drugs. in a good review, few studies analyzed

adverse events; otherwise, published studies did not focus on the adverse events related to homeopathic
remedies, while some adverse events for allopathic drugs are correlated to the food or genetic factor of the

patient (tobacco, obesity, diabetes, gout, certain psychiatric disorders, for example). the possibility of treating
patients who cannot tolerate the adverse events of conventional drugs with homeopathic treatments cannot
be excluded. the necessity of a more solid scientific background to prove the most interesting properties of

homeopathy has not been achieved yet and the best explanation for the positive results is the combination of
placebo effect, drug compliance, and homeopathic philosophy as complementary therapies, as defined by the
world health organization. in italy, homeopathy is defined by a decree of the ministry of health, issued in the
year 2008, as a "therapeutic system that makes use of highly diluted substances to induce improvement of
the individual's condition" [30]. this definition is still unclear and the legislative support for homeopathy has

not been decided. 5ec8ef588b
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